
A VISION THAT
DRIVES CHANGE

Dear Supporter,

Leslie Credle is the founder and CEO of
Justice 4 Housing (J4H), a grassroots
organization committed to ending housing
discrimination and homelessness for
justice-involved individuals. Leslie knows
how discriminatory practices impact
formerly incarcerated people’s lives. 

Her own complex experience as a returning
citizen* fueled her drive to change Boston’s
flawed system while helping others find a
safe, permanent place to live.

"I owned my home, and [because] I had a
safe, loving home to return to, [I believe] it is
one of the reasons why my reentry was so
successful," Leslie says in response to her
work with Justice 4 Housing.

Leslie transformed her pain into purpose. In
just under two years, thanks to J4H’s custom
approach, 60 previously incarcerated
women and men that have moved into
homes of their own. The organization has
also reunited 100% of mothers in the
program with their children.

But Leslie’s path to success did not begin
quickly. Landing the first grant is often the
biggest hurdle for most grassroots
organizations as traditional funders are
hesitant to become the first — not to
mention philanthropic redlining excluding
BIPOC leaders. Today, just .5% of
philanthropic dollars go to organizations
supporting women and girls of color.

However, in 2021, J4H gained its first funder
— a $25,000 Movement Building Grant from
the Boston Women’s Fund (BWF) — and ran
with that momentum. J4H went on to
create an influential report with Harvard
University on reducing barriers to housing
for justice-involved individuals and
successfully enacted policy change at the
national level. 

Leslie’s dedication and lived experience
made it clear that she was the right leader
to disrupt our discriminatory housing
system, creating change for other justice-
involved individuals and their families.

*A returning citizen is a person who was formerly incarcerated. This language reduces stigma and honors the fullness of their humanity.



Justice 4 Housing has fostered stability and brighter futures for so many justice-
involved individuals — And Leslie’s story is just one among the many women and

gender-expansive individuals that the Boston Women’s Fund advocates for.
Because of your generosity, we went from funding 12 organizations in 2021 to 18

women and gender-expansive led grassroots organizations in 2022, 94% of which are
run by leaders of color. This year with your help, we want to continue that momentum.

 
We have an opportunity to step up for our grantees and inspire others to do the

same. One of our generous anonymous donors will match up to $150,000 for 
gifts of any size that come in now through December 2022. Your support 

this season will directly impact our ability to go deeper with our current grantee
partners and support our goal of expanding to 26 grantees by this year’s end.  

 
Now more than ever, we are in a fight for justice. Boston Women’s Fund believes that

change begins in the community — and it’s frequently led by inspirational women, girls,
and gender-expansive people who know the solutions to the challenges their

communities face yet lack the resources to solve them. The key to unlocking those
solutions is in supporting their vision and expertise.

 

AN ECOSYSTEM
OF CHANGE

Double your 
impact today!

 

Please consider a meaningful gift today to bring our
grantees’ visions to life and double the impact. Our work

together can accomplish more than we can do alone. 
 

Sincerely,
 

 
Natanja Craig-Oquendo

Executive Director

“BOSTON WOMEN’S FUND SAW MY
VISION, AND THEY BELIEVED IN ME FROM

THE START. I AM TRULY FOREVER
GRATEFUL.” — LESLIE CREDLE


